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Every year as the holiday season approaches and the calendar year comes to a close, we instinctively
reflect back on the events of the prior year. We review what happened, evaluate the positives and negatives and ponder what we have learned from our experiences. Two major themes come to mind for
McClone this year:
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Communication and Collaboration
We have made a focused effort in all aspects of our company in 2017 to Communicate and Collaborate.
The ultimate goal has been to learn from our experiences, both positive and negative, in order to fulfill
one of McClone Construction Company Commitments:
Striving for Continuous Improvement
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Our McClone team is composed of individuals with unique circumstances, experiences and capabilities.
Each one of our Team Members, whether a new hire in the office or a 20-year field veteran, has the ability
to contribute to our team to make us all better.
It is easy to look at the large, impressive structures we build and
forget that the small things we do are what help us create the large
structures. The simple sharing of small ideas create massive savings of both time and money across our entire company. Our goal is
to strive to be better and safer builders every day and we can only
get there through communication and collaboration as a team.

15

“We install millions of Proshore/HV posts every year. The barella cap
has allowed us to eliminate wasted steps in the process and saved
thousands of man hours

“We have formed hundred of thousands of
columns throughout our history. We continue to evolve our column design based on
the feedback from our team members and
take advantage of these changes in all
areas.”

“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts” (Aristotle 335BC). Nowhere is that more exemplified
than at McClone Construction, in our offices and on our jobsites. When we work together as a team, communicate, respect and learn from each other, we are able to accomplish incredible things. We refine and
strengthen our company and create projects that we can point to with pride, now and into the future.

TEAM SAFET Y NEWS & STATISTICS
HOLIDAY SAFETY TIPS

SAFETY INCENTIVE PROGRAM

With the holiday season upon us, most people are preoccupied
with the details of holiday plans and shopping. Unfortunately, the
safety precautions that we normally take are sometimes forgotten
and we let our guard down.

Please review the following safety tips to avoid an incident at home,
and have a safe and joyful holiday season!

Travel Safety
Busy roads and heavy traffic- Statistically, driving is one of the
most life-threatening activities we engage in. Please take
care when traveling the crowded roads.
Winter driving conditions- Limit your speed in snow and icy conditions. Ensure your vehicle is ready for winter with sufficient
tread on your tires.
Drinking and driving- 30% of all vehicle related fatalities are related to drunk driving. If you plan to have some holiday cocktails you must also have a plan to get home safely. Please
make the right choice!

Decorating Safety
Ladder safety- You must first understand the hazards of ladder
use. Share your ladder safety training with friends and family.
Maintain 3 points of contact and do not overreach. Avoid
standing on chairs and unstable furniture.
Fire hazards- Fire hazards can take many forms during the holiday
season. Beware of open flame candles near combustibles.
Keep decorations away from ignition sources such as fireplaces and radiators. Ensure that extension cords are in
good working order and not overloaded.
Child and pet safety- Consider hazards to your children and pets
when displaying decorations. Many decorations look good
enough to eat, so keep them out of reach. Avoid displaying
breakable glass decorations where children can get to them.
Travis Kauffman—CO Safety Director

In 2017, we redesigned our Safety Award Program. The goal was
to shift the focus towards providing an “incentive” to our project
team, ensuring that the work environment is safe for everyone…
hence the new name: Safety Incentive Program. How do we do
this? By focusing more on leading indicators such as safe work
conditions and behaviors occurring on the jobsite, and less on
lagging indicators such as recordable incident rates. A focus on
the leading indicators will help us to be more proactive and ultimately prevent more incidents from occurring. Qualifying for an
incentive award is determined primarily by the score generated
from the monthly Jobsite Safety Audits completed by the Area’s
Safety Team.
Our Team Members can help achieve a good Jobsite Safety Audit
score by:
Demonstrating safe work habits;
Always wearing the correct PPE;
Keeping their work areas clean and organized;
Using their tools and equipment safely, and;
Looking out for, and correcting or controlling hazards in
their work environments.
Our project leadership can help by:
Ensuring that their teams are properly trained and
equipped;
Supervising their teams to ensure they are working safely;
Documenting jobsite inspections and periodic meetings
accurately and with detail, and by;
Promoting McClone’s cultural values.
It truly takes everyone’s participation to succeed!”
Dan Cabot - WA Safety Manager
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M CCLONE CU LT U R E AN D VALU ES
We asked a few of our Team Members about MCC’s
Culture and Values and what they mean to them.
What does MCC Culture mean to you?
C: It means we fight hard every day to create an environment that makes people
happy, proud and excited to come to work every day. A place where people trust
and respect one another and WANT to be here.
Which of MCC’s 5 Values weighs the most significance to you and why?
C: Obviously safety is the key to all the rest. But beyond that, I think integrity is
critical. I want others making good decisions and doing the right thing when no
one is watching them.
What keeps you coming back to work every day? What makes MCC different than other companies?
C: I’ve spent well over half of my 20+ year construction career with this company and that’s no accident.
I’ve been provided opportunity here that I’m not sure would have ever been presented at other companies I have worked for. You’re more than an employee or number in the payroll system. Here, you are
truly a teammate and part of an extended family that honestly cares about you. And where I come from,
family comes first. That’s what brings me back every day.
Chance Oldenburg - CO Operations Manager, Field

“If I’m not holding myself accountable to the
same standards that I expect of others, how
will they [other MCC TMs] ever believe me?”
-Chance Oldenburg

How do you live MCC Culture every day?
G: Come to work every day with the goal to improve- not just myself, but the company as a
whole. Whether it is a new formwork design, a new idea for a tracker, or a better way to
communicate with our TM’s, there is always a way to improve what we do. With everyone in the
company sharing this desire for constant improvement, MCC’s culture grows stronger as each
TM’s individual goals align with the goals of the company as a whole.
How can you get others to believe in MCC Culture?
G: This has to start with setting the example for others to follow. We can preach the core values
to our TM’s every day, but if we do not set the example for them to follow then they will not
believe in the culture.
What keeps you coming back to work every day? What makes MCC different than other
companies?
G: The people. Most companies treat each individual office and even each group within each
office as an island. The “I do my job and you do yours” mentality. The amount of collaboration
and support within everyone in the company is very rare in this industry. I feel like if an issue
comes up, there are multiple individuals who I can reach out to for help and they would be more
than willing to help support. That kind of support helps me learn from other’s experience and
improves my skillset to help both myself and the company succeed.

Gary Hill - STX Project Manager

“Our #1 commitment as a company is to our
TM’s, and keeping them safe is our top priority.”
-Gary Hill
What does MCC Culture mean to you?
A: A positive environment where people are all striving to make each other successful.
How can you get others to believe in MCC Culture?
A: Leading by example. The best way to get others on board is to constantly be the person you want them
to be.
What keeps you coming back to work every day? What makes MCC different than other companies?
A: It’s fun! That may sound cheesy, but I really enjoy my job. I’ve been kept challenged and feel like being
a part of this team has made me grow in so many ways. The MCC culture is different than any I’ve seen in
my career. It’s a unique hybrid of old and new values. Staying on top of technologies, techniques and
communication all while feeling like you are part of a family is a great way to do business .
Amy Bunn -CORP Operations Coordinator
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M CCLONE CU LT U R E AN D VALU ES
We asked a few of our Team Members about MCC’s Culture and Values and what
they mean to them.
How do you live MCC Culture every day?
R: By being honest, doing tasks to the best of my ability, practicing and teaching safety,
getting to know TM’s on a personal level, and treating others the way I would want them to
treat me.
How can you get others to believe in MCC Culture?
R: I think the best way is to live and practice the culture so they can see it working and want
to be part of it.

“The difference between MCC and other companies is MCC
looks out for and cares about its TM’s.”
-Robert Bragg

Robert Bragg - NCA Assistant Superintendent

How can you get others to believe in MCC Culture?
J: By living it every day and sharing my story. Our culture is not something gained by reading
literature. It is gained by observing others and then practicing.
Which of MCC’s 5 Values weighs the most significance to you and why?
J: Respect, by far. I believe that respect is the one value, which acts as the root for the other
four values. If you have respect for another team member’s well-being, you will want them to
work safely. If you have respect for yourself, the company, and other team members, you will
want to show integrity in everything that you do. Having and showing respect for another,
means that you will act professionally at all times. Finally, respect for each project and the
responsible team members, means that you will perform your best.
Jeff Thao - SCA Project Manager

How do you live MCC Culture every day?
L: While not perfect , sometimes I get off track. What I try to do is determined by the core values set
by McClone. I try to follow these and set an example in what I do and say so that others might follow.
What keeps you coming back to work every day?
L: Feeling that I’m a part of a cause.
What makes MCC different than other companies?
L: Passionate leaders with a common goal.
Luis Pequeno—STX Operations Manager, Field

What does MCC Culture mean to you?
S: Working in an atmosphere that is challenging and ultimately rewarding when each challenge is
met. Working alongside team members who constantly push themselves and others to meet and
exceed expectations. The willingness of team members to support others and share their
knowledge even if they are busy themselves. The comradery gained by overcoming challenges and
having a direct impact to the success of our projects.
What keeps you coming back to work every day? What makes MCC different than other companies?
S: The ability to work on unique projects with talented team members who teach me something new
each day. McClone’s culture creates a fun and rewarding work atmosphere. The opportunity is
available to continually improve and impact the success of each project.
Sean Dillen - HI Project Manager

“I haven’t always been in this kind of [work] environment. In my opinion it is rare. MCC is different
from other companies in that we have the freedom to make decisions that directly impact our
success/performance. Most companies offer little to no freedom in decision making. This type of
freedom fosters a culture of competitiveness between project teams. Every project team wants to do
better than the other teams and with this, the sky is the limit.”
-Whit LaCount—CO Project Engineer
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SHOWCASE

Colorado
2401 BLAKE STREET
Blake St. Apartments was awarded to McClone by Lennar Multifamily Construction (LMC). It is our first time working with LMC
and with thorough preplanning and execution together, we have
exceeded our client’s expectations. Finishing the job ahead of
schedule while maintaining zero injuries is an example of what
we strive for on every project.

Within this 50,000 SF jobsite, our team placed over 11,316 yards of concrete, installed over 720 tons of rebar and over 133,000
pounds of PT cables. The garage level was wrapped with perimeter walls while the western wall and crash walls remain exposed
to view. Through our preplanning and execution, this exposed wall represents the quality that we strive to provide for our clients;
which precisely reflects McClone’s Mission Statement.
We moved on to complete 3 elevated level, PT
deck levels with shoring up to 24’ using Titan
625 posts in conjunction with Proshore decking
system, a first for the Colorado team at this
height. Manuel Fierro, our shining star of a Superintendent, Eliseo Montano (decking foreman), and team embraced the challenges of
the new shoring system and it shows with the
outstanding quality on this project.
Congratulations MCC team on a job very well
done, and thank you for making 2401 Blake
Street a shining example of great teamwork.

Congratulations
MCC team on a
job very well
done, and
thank you for
making 2401
Blake Street a
shining
example of
great
teamwork.

Greg Sullivan - STX Engineering Manager
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CHASE CENTER ARENA
The Chase Center Arena will be the new home of the NBA World
Champion Golden State Warriors starting the 2019 – 2020 season. Every stage of the project so far has been an exciting one,
starting with the 2.5-year preconstruction phase. About 25
McClone team members from various areas provided input and
assistance during this time. The collaborative efforts by all were
acknowledged by our client and it is a substantial reason why
McClone was awarded the project.
The project includes a state of the art, 18,000 seat, multi-purpose
arena and event space, along with a 950 stall below grade garage
and practice facility. The general contractor for the project is a
joint venture between Mortenson and Clark Construction.
McClone’s scope of work is currently underway and will be completed by approximately 150 team members. It includes over 1,294,000
CSF of horizontal and vertical formwork. A small crew started onsite in June 2017 and is continuing to grow every week. The major portion of our work began in August 2017 and is scheduled to be complete in April 2018.
The enormity of the project as well as the demand and complexity of the schedule requires quite the team. The experience and help
from eight Superintendents, three Assistant Superintendents, one Project Safety Manager, one Field Engineer, predominately onsite
Project Manager and Operations Manager among countless other field, yard and office team members make this job successful and
progressing every day.
The California area is grateful to have such an impressive team full of dedication and willingness to sacrifice, to make this project such
a success for McClone, the GC team, the owner, and most importantly the Golden State Warriors!
Kim Finley—NCA Office Manager

The California
area is grateful
to have such an
impressive team
full of dedication
and willingness
to sacrifice, to
make this
project such a
success for
McClone.

SHOWCASE

Northern California
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SHOWCASE

South Texas
BUILD TEAM SUCCESS
A great crew of STX Team Members gathered in our Houston office
last month for a Build Team meeting.
This interactive meeting allowed STX’s field leaders and office team
members the opportunity to come together to discuss a variety of
topics. The afternoon began with team member introductions and
announcements recognizing both recently promoted and newly
hired team members.

An informative training session on the new OSHA silica rules prompted
some great discussion. These new rules are now in effect and this training
served as an important step to ensure that compliance is maintained by all
McClone team members.
Miller Fall Protection provided a refresher course in fall protection procedures covering topics from equipment inspections, anchorage points, proper
harness fitting, and an introduction of new products on the market.
Other topics covered included team member roles and responsibilities, emergency preparedness, and McClone guardrail policies.
The meeting was focused around our company core values and our goal of constant improvement of our entire operations.
Many thanks are given to those who helped with our meeting preparation and for all those who were in attendance.
Mike Byron—STX Vice President

NEW OFFICE OPENING
McClone’s Texas team is excited to announce the opening of our new office based
in Central Texas.
The new addition, located in New Braunfels, Texas, was strategically chosen due to
its proximity; mid-way between Austin and San Antonio. This location affords MCC
the opportunity to provide local support for both our clients and our project teams
in each of these markets.
The Austin market continues to be one of the more vibrant economies in the entire
country and the outlook for 2018 is calling for much of the same. San Antonio is a
diverse market which will allow McClone to increase its presence within the region.
McClone is currently working on two projects in Austin, the first is in the prominent Domain shopping area and the second is in
Austin’s South Lamar district. Bid opportunities continue to remain strong and it is just a matter of time before some of these
opportunities turn into McClone projects.
Greg Sullivan - STX Engineering Manager
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SEATTLE’S CHANGING SKYLINE
During the 2016 and 2017 summers, Seattle has been nicknamed the
“crane capital of America” by many media outlets. At the height of construction in 2016, there were a total of 62 tower cranes in the downtown
area alone, and this past summer, though down slightly, there were still
58 tower cranes sprinkled across downtown Seattle.
Seattle has stood atop the podium for two years running, and the market
doesn’t seem to be slowing down. With companies like Amazon, Facebook, Google and Microsoft in the area, development in Seattle is as
strong as ever, and this trend looks to continue through the 2018 fiscal
year.
Just this past summer, 14 of the tower cranes were located on McClone
jobsites, or approximately 24% of the entire crane count in Seattle’s
downtown area, currently that number stands at 11. This will bump back
up early next year as the weather improves and the next round of jobs
begin. MCC’s Washington office is also performing work in Portland, OR
which places 4th in the nationwide rankings, only four cranes shy of 2nd
place!. With lots of work still out there in 2018, the Pacific Northwest
looks hopeful to maintain this steady stream of projects; and with that, we
hope to capitalize on these opportunities by working together with our
clients to do the best work possible, and in the end, all be successful.
Mitchell Byron—WA Estimator

SHOWCASE

Washington
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NEW PROJECTS
# - NAME

AREA

SCOPE

START/FINISH

FORM SYSTEM

1041-1118 Nord Ave Garage

NCA

Form Only

APR 2017 / FEB 2018

Proshore

1042-St. Joseph's Parish

NCA

Form Only

OCT 2017 / DEC 2017

Handset

1043-UW CSE II

WA

Form Only

JUL 2017 / NOV 2017

HV

1044-2075 Broadway

NCA

Form Only

FEB 2018 / JUN 2018

Proshore

1045-Oakland T12

NCA

Form Only

JUL 2017 / MAR 2018

Proshore

1046-Chase Center Arena

NCA

Form Only

AUG 2017 / MAY 2019

Proshore/Handset

1047-OCC Hyatt Regency

WA

Form Only

NOV 2017 / AUG 2018

HV

1048-Seattle University Housing

WA

Form Only

AUG 2017 / DEC 2017

HV

1049-Dalles WWTP

WA

Form Only

JUL 2017 / OCT 2017

HV

1050-Maravilla at the Domain

STX

Form Only

NOV 2017 / AUG 2018

Proshore

1051-OSU Forestry Complex

WA

Form Only

SEP 2017 / NOV 2017

HV

1052-Overlake Surgical Slab Ext

WA

Form Only

FEB 2018 / MAR 2018

HV

1053-Burlingame Point

NCA

Form Only

NOV 2017 / APR 2019

Handset/ Gang Beam

1054-Harrison ACE

WA

Form Only

DEC 2017 / JUN 2018

HV

1055-4th Avenue Station

CO

Package

JAN 2018 / SEP 2018

HV/ Proshore

1056-3rd and Lenora

WA

Form Only

FEB 2018 / FEB 2019

HV

1057-KP School of Medicine

SCA

Form Only

JAN 2018 / NOV 2018

Proshore

1058-Eaton Street Apartments

CO

Package

JAN 2018 / APR 2018

HV/Proshore

1059-Citizen M Hotel

WA

Form Only

MAY 2018 / JUN 2018

HV

1060-15th and Market

WA

Form Only

APR 2018 / AUG 2018

HV

M C C — C ONNECTS
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CELEBRATING OUR TEAM MEMBERS
20+ YEARS OF SERVICE
TEAM MEMBER

AREA

OFFICE/FIELD

YEARS OF SERVICE

TITLE

Kenneth Ridens

WA

OFFICE

31.8 YEARS

VICE PRESIDENT

Chris Foster

HI

OFFICE

28.6 YEARS

VICE PRESIDENT

Kevin Barrick

WA

OFFICE

28.3 YEARS

PROJECT MANAGER

Ed Kenney

NCA

OFFICE

23.1 YEARS

VICE PRESIDENT

CORP

OFFICE

22.7 YEARS

ACCOUNTING MANAGER

Garth Hess

WA

OFFICE

22.6 YEARS

OPERATIONS MANAGER

Steve Murray

WA

OFFICE

22.3 YEARS

OPERATIONS MANAGER

Roy Cloud

CORP

OFFICE

22.3 YEARS

VICE PRESIDENT

Grant Orr

CO/STX

OFFICE

22.2 YEARS

COO

NCA

OFFICE

22 YEARS

SR. ESTIMATOR

HI

OFFICE

21 YEARS

ENGINEERING MANAGER

David Gosser

NCA

FIELD

33.4 YEARS

SUPERINTENDENT

Pete Kielty

WA

FIELD

30 YEARS

SUPERINTENDENT

Marcus Bryant

NCA

FIELD

29.9 YEARS

SUPERINTENDENT

Tom Carver

NCA

FIELD

28.7 YEARS

SUPERINTENDENT

Kevin Eble

CO

FIELD

27.7 YEARS

SUPERINTENDENT

Jim Ogletree

NCA

FIELD

26.7 YEARS

SUPERINTENDENT

Stepan Zanko

NCA

FIELD

24.4 YEARS

SUPERINTENDENT

Doug Pirnik

NCA

FIELD

23.7 YEARS

LEAD CARPENTER

Servando Carrillo

WA

FIELD

22.6 YEARS

LABORER FOREMAN

Brandon Bonnifield

NCA

FIELD

22.4 YEARS

SUPERINTENDENT

Francisco Rodriguez

WA

FIELD

22.3 YEARS

SUPERINTENDENT

Tom Ives

NCA

FIELD

21.7 YEARS

SUPERINTENDENT

Albert Franco

WA

FIELD

21.4 YEARS

LABORER FOREMAN

Dave James

STX

FIELD

21.3 YEARS

SUPERINTENDENT

Ray Knapp Jr.

NCA

FIELD

21.2 YEARS

SUPERINTENDENT

Raymond Sanchez

NCA

FIELD

20.3 YEARS

CARPENTER

Carol Wallace

Brian Furlong
Chris Moes
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TEAM MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
MANNY FIERRO—CO

JEFF THAO—SCA
“He’s a rockstar.”
Talk to anyone that knows Jeff Thao, and you will receive a response very similar to this. Although I have not heard Jeff create
any music, the description has still proven to be accurate.
Jeff’s career with McClone began in September 2012. Since then,
he has been an integral part of multiple areas, including both California and Washington. Jeff has recently relocated to Irvine, California to fill the role of Project Engineer / Manager for the Southern California Area.
Outside of work, Jeff loves spending time with his family, including
his wife Katia, son Thomas, and daughter Julianne.
I am extremely lucky to share an office with Jeff. He is truly one a
kind both personally and professionally. A big “thank you” to Jeff
and all he does for McClone!
Dan Mester—SCA Area Manager

“He’s a Rockstar”
“...his commitment to his team and the company is obvious “
Manny started with MCC as a carpenter off the street a little over 7
years ago at Fitzsimmons Garage in Aurora, CO. It quickly became
obvious that we had found a diamond in the rough. Manny excelled at
every task he was given and within weeks, was promoted to Carpenter
Foreman. His next opportunity came a couple years later at the Sheridan Garage project where he was again promoted, this time to Assistant Superintendent under Darrin Jones. Like the time before, Manny
took this opportunity and ran for the end zone! After a couple more
projects under his belt, we landed a small project called Liv Apartments and the opportunity was presented to let Manny run his first job
on his own. Not being one to shy away from a challenge, he once
again took the football and scored one for the Gipper. The project
went off without a hitch and was very successful.
Fast forward to today, Manny and his crew have just topped out an
absolute homerun with the Blake Street project. Manny has an uncanny knack for running his work effectively and efficiently. His crews are
well-oiled machines and his commitment to his team and the company is obvious. He has become a leader that everyone can look up to
and count on. It has been a pleasure to watch his continued growth
over the last 7 years in becoming a top-notch superintendent in
McClone Construction’s arsenal!
Chance Oldenburg– CO Operations Manager, Field
Page 12
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BLAS ESPINOZA—STX

SPOTLIGHT
ALBERTO ARIAS—NCA
Alberto Arias started with McClone Construction in November
2003 at the De Young Museum project in San Francisco, CA
as a Laborer for then Superintendent, Ed Kenney. Although
Alberto said it was hard to pick his favorite project he’s worked
on, he concluded that the De Young Museum project was the
best in his mind because that was when he realized how great
it is to work for McClone.
His 28 years in the Laborer’s Union and 14 years with
McClone has turned him into an expert at moving Cunningham
beams. Alberto understands that being a great leader is being
a great teacher. He has developed several of our Laborers into
Laborer Foremen who are capable of running their own crews.
He plans to put in 30 years for the Union, but because of his
enjoyment of his job and the field he’s unsure if he will be
ready to retire at that point.
He is a proud father of six children and a fan of the San Francisco Giants and 49ers.
Kimberly Finley-NCA Office Manager

It is incredible what Blas has accomplished in such a short time,
the [STX] yard has never looked better!

“Alberto understands that being a great leader is being a great
teacher”

Blas Espinoza joined the MCC STX team back in 2014.
Through a lot of hard work and dedication he has come a long
way and was recently promoted to the position of Houston Yard
Manager. It is incredible what Blas has accomplished in such a
short time, the yard has never looked better!
Blas stated, “A friend recommended this company to me, I’d
been working for another company for 14 years. I knew how to
do my job there but they never gave me any new opportunities. I
was afraid of change but it was the best decision I’ve ever made.
McClone notices my efforts and has given me the opportunity to
take English classes, helped me with computer training (email,
inventory, material naming, etc.), and for the biggest opportunity
of all which was to run the yard”.
When Blas isn’t working he’s either taking English classes, working a second job, or spending time with his wife Marisol and his
three kids, Jade who is 14, Jayden who is 12, and Annette who is
9.
Liliana Arteaga—STX Project Coordinator
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TEAM MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
ALIKA BORABORA—HI

ALBERT FRANCO—WA

Alika Borabora started working for McClone in January 2014
at the Mauka Ewa Parking Expansion project as an Apprentice
Carpenter. Today, he is a Carpenter Foreman on the 41 story
Ae’o project. His primary responsibilities include leading the
Tower crew, flying tables and encouraging the team to complete their tasks safely and efficiently.
According to Carpenter, Robert Guillermo, “He’s a good leader
and has high expectations for us. He enjoys his job and comes
to work every day. He is always motivating us.”
Alika sees himself growing with McClone. He humbly stated, “I
wouldn’t be advancing in my career if it weren’t for these
guys.”
In addition to Alika’s increased responsibilities, he also enjoys
spending time with his three-year-old daughter, Aubrey and his
fiancé, Taira. Alika will be getting married in March 2018.
Jamie Pires -HI Administrative Assistant

“He’s a good leader and has high expectations for us. He
enjoys his job and comes to work every day. He is always
motivating us.”

“Have a positive attitude. If you have a negative attitude, it’s
just going to make your days and weeks longer. Stay positive!”

Albert Franco joined the Southern California McClone team as
a Laborer in 1987. After 10 years, he took his experience and
knowledge to the Pacific Northwest where he continues to
excel as a Laborer Foreman and mentor.
As a low-key family guy, Albert enjoys spending time with his
wife of 30 years, his son and daughter. A fun fact: His son
Albert Jr. is also part of the McClone Family!
When asked what was in store for him in the next few years;
retirement and traveling were his top priorities. He ended the
conversation with some words of advice, “Have a positive
attitude. If you have a negative attitude, it’s just going to
make your days and weeks longer. Stay positive!”
Taharka Vue- WA Project Engineer
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SPOTLIGHT

KIM CRESPO AND NANCY FANG—CORP
Effective recently, Corp Team Member Kim Crespo has been
made responsible for MCC credit cards in the following areas:
lost or stolen credit cards, declined credit cards, new TM
credit cards, CEMS coding and other CEMS questions, CEMS
processing and other CEMS/credit card issues and problems.
Corp Team Member Nancy Fang will be Kim’s backup for
these items.
Kim Crespo has been an MCC Corp Team Member since
12/2/13, primarily working in Accounts Payable, where she is
currently responsible for processing invoices and paying vendors for our Colorado, South Texas and Southern California
Areas. Outside of work, Kim enjoys hiking, biking, and camping with her family. She also loves to go shopping with her
three daughters, Danelle, Marin, and Mila Rae.

Kim Crespo

Nancy Fang has been an MCC Corp Team Member since
2/27/13, primarily working on taxes, licenses, business compliance for all Areas and Accounts Payable for the Corp Office.
Nancy loves spending quality time with her family outside of
work. She also enjoys volunteering her time to her Hmong
community as well as cooking authentic cuisines.

Nancy Fang

Ted Hoffman-CORP Chief Financial Officer

Check us out on the web!
http://mcclone.net/
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fb.me/McCloneConstructionCo
Corporate Office

@mccloneconstruction

5170 Hillsdale Circle, Suite B.
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762

@McCloneConstruc

Phone: (916) 358-5495

https://www.linkedin.com/company/146066/
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